BREATHING LIFE
INTO AN ONLINE
IDEALAB FOR PARENTS
opeeqo Website Design & Development

Overview
opeeqo is an intentional online startup community
crafted for forward-thinking parents where they
can access inspiring content, connect with
other parents in community forums, and find the
best professionals related to raising children.
On opeeqo there is something for everyone,
with content curated specifically for all kinds of
parenting styles.
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Full of fun content that is
enjoyable to consume, opeeqo
celebrates unique parenting
styles by offering tips and
inspiration for all.
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Discovery
Since the opeeqo was a startup, there was a
laundry list of items that needed to be explored
during the discovery phase! During discovery
our main focus was to brainstorm as much as
possible with the client before jumping into
competitive research to better understand the
space of online parenting websites. We studied
everything from mommy blogs to sites that
received millions of visitors each month to online
inspiration boards and gathered inspiration,
making notes about what they were doing right
and opportunity areas for improvement.
Collaborating with the client to boil all of the inspiration and ideas down, we
created a master list of features and design elements that would guide us as we
jumped into the strategy phase.
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UX Strategy
Once we had our approach outlined, our UX strategists were ready to knock out the sitemap
and wireframes. Nailing down the site architecture was an important first step that set the
wireframing process up for success.
•
•
•
•
•
•

While wireframing, our team focused on a few key goals:
How to structure pages to encourage browsing
Optimizing content discoverability
Creating a page hierarchy catered to content consumption habits
How to use little details to delight
Implementing familiar UX patterns when possible

After an intensive period of wire-framing, we arrived at a super detailed prototype that was
ready to be given life and personality during the design phase.
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Build
With the wireframes establishing a solid blueprint for the site, our creative team took the
reigns to bring the client’s vision to life with inspired colors, fonts, and imagery. An elegant
and visually intriguing design started to take shape as our designers worked their magic.
Slaving away, every little detail was thought out and perfected before programming
commenced. Taking into considerations technological needs and client requests, we built the
site on a custom PHP platform. A robust CMS was integrated to give the client the ability to
easily add and manage content after the site launched.
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Test & Launch
An arduous testing phase ensured that all original project goals were met and the website
was experiencing top-notch performance. Collaborating with the client, we thoroughly tested
every single aspect of the site: from the posting articles, to creating accounts, to contributing
on the forum, to reviewing professionals, and everything else in between!
Once the quality assurance team gave the launch team the thumbs up, we prepped for the
big reveal. Our team personally handled every aspect of the launch: setting up the hosting
environment, pushing the code live and pointing the domain.
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A vibrant site was exactly what
opeeqo needed to get off the
ground and start growing their
community of forwardthinking parents.
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The Results
A user-friendly, beautiful design and quality content sets opeeqo up for success. Since
launching, opeeqo has added over 350+ articles covering everything from dealing with picky
eaters to the silliest kids books available. It’s cultivated a growing community of parents
having convos on the forum and hundreds of professional service providers being added to
the Black Book section of the site.
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Closing Thoughts
Through dedicated work and collaboration, we turned our client’s dream to create an online
idealab for parents a reality. opeeqo is a beautifully crafted site loaded with outstanding
resources for raising kids, and we’re very proud to be part of it’s birth.
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Finding an agency
who understands
your digital needs
is hard.
Let our amazing team help you craft your digital strategy today.

Contact Us Now: hello@spinxdigital.com
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